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Abstract 
 
Although many authors have suggested that hydrocarbon generation can lead to fluid overpressure, there is no consensus as to the 
mechanism. Is the overpressure due to a volume increase during transformation of solid kerogen to oil or gas, or is it due to chemical 
compaction? We have investigated these problems by using scaled physical models. Our model materials were mixtures. The basic 
material was a silica powder (Millisil C4). Its grain size was less than 0.15 mm, and its intrinsic permeability was about 1.6 darcy. To 
simulate source rock, we mixed the silica powder (50% by volume) with micro-spheres of beeswax, 1 mm in diameter. The melting 
point of the beeswax was 61.5 °C. The housing for the models was a rectangular box, 28 cm long, 18 cm wide, and 15 cm deep. It had 
a thermally conducting basal plate of aluminum and transparent thermally insulating sidewalls. Each model consisted of several 
layers. We poured them successively into the box, scraping their upper surfaces flat. Then we saturated the model with water. The 
final water level was 1 cm higher than the upper surface of the model. To measure fluid pressure within a layer, we inserted a thin 
glass tube vertically down to the required depth. A fine sieve prevented solid grains from entering the tube, while allowing water to do 
so. The water in the tube rose to the level of the water outside. Then we heated the box from below with an electric flatbed heater. 
This had fine controls on temperature and power. The rate of heating was about 1°C per minute. When the temperature in the source 
layer reached the melting point of the wax, the water level in the glass tube started to rise. It soon reached a steady head, which was 
equivalent to the effective weight of the overburden (allowing for buoyancy). During partial melting, the source layer compacted. 
Liquid wax migrated upward through pore space, displacing water. In some experiments, the wax also filled flat-lying hydraulic 
fractures. We attribute these fractures to seepage forces, resulting from Darcy flow through the porous medium. Locally, the 
overpressure exceeded the weight of overburden. In some experiments, liquid wax breached an uppermost sealing layer of silica 
powder and extruded at the surface, forming structures like lava tubes or lava flows. The experiments illustrate the power of chemical 
compaction as a mechanism for generating high overpressure in maturing source rock. 
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Global distribution of Global distribution of overpressureoverpressure
(Law & Spencer, 1998)(Law & Spencer, 1998)



Possible causes of Possible causes of overpressureoverpressure
((SwarbrickSwarbrick & Osborne, 1998)& Osborne, 1998)

 HydraulicHydraulic headhead
 HydrocarbonHydrocarbon buoyancybuoyancy
 MechanicalMechanical compactioncompaction
 AquathermalAquathermal expansionexpansion
 DehydrationDehydration reactionsreactions (e.g. (e.g. gypsumgypsum to anhydrite)to anhydrite)
 Volume Volume increaseincrease due to due to oiloil generationgeneration
 Volume Volume increaseincrease due to due to gasgas generationgeneration
 ChemicalChemical compactioncompaction



Chemical Chemical 
compactioncompaction
((SwarbrickSwarbrick & & 

Osborne, 1998)Osborne, 1998)



Horizontal hydraulic fracture due to seepage Horizontal hydraulic fracture due to seepage 
((RodriguesRodrigues & & CobboldCobbold, 2007), 2007)



Forces acting on a Forces acting on a porousporous mediummedium
((MourguesMourgues & Cobbold 2003)& Cobbold 2003)



Vertical Vertical seepageseepage forces and forces and failurefailure
(Cobbold & Rodrigues, 2007)(Cobbold & Rodrigues, 2007)



Pressure profilePressure profile
in and over ain and over a
source layersource layer

(Cobbold & Rodrigues, (Cobbold & Rodrigues, 
2007)2007)



NEW EXPERIMENTSNEW EXPERIMENTS

RectangularRectangular boxbox

Aluminium Aluminium baseplatebaseplate

Electric Electric flatbedflatbed heaterheater



Model Model materialsmaterials

 SilicaSilica powderpowder, , MillisilMillisil C4 (C4 (dd = 0= 0--150 150 m, m, = 1.34 g/cm= 1.34 g/cm33, , 
kk = 1.6 Darcy)= 1.6 Darcy)

 Quartz Quartz sandsand ((dd = 0= 0--160 160 m, m, = 1.43 g/cm= 1.43 g/cm33, , kk = 14 Darcy= 14 Darcy))
 BeeswaxBeeswax microspheresmicrospheres ((dd = 1 mm, = 1 mm, ss= 0.96 g/= 0.96 g/cm3, M.P. .P. 

61.5 61.5 °°C)C)
 Source mixture (50% by volume Source mixture (50% by volume sandsand or or silicasilica powderpowder, , 

50% by volume 50% by volume beeswaxbeeswax))
 LiquidLiquid beeswaxbeeswax ((= 0.82 g/cm= 0.82 g/cm33,  = 14 mPa s)



Models of Models of SeriesSeries BB



ExperimentExperiment 1111
((beforebefore heatingheating))



ExperimentExperiment 1111
((duringduring heatingheating))



ExperimentExperiment 1212

TemperatureTemperature

OverpressureOverpressure



Maximal Maximal overpressureoverpressure versus versus overburdenoverburden stressstress



ExperimentExperiment 11, section 1011, section 10

ExperimentExperiment 11, section 1211, section 12



ExperimentExperiment 11, section 10 11, section 10 
((sillsill and and overlyingoverlying domedome, , whichwhich nucleatednucleated aroundaround

an air an air bubblebubble))



ExperimentExperiment 1010
((viewview underunder binocularbinocular microscope)microscope)

Layer 3: Layer 3: artificialartificial

Layer 2:Layer 2:
50% 50% microspheresmicrospheres,,

originallyoriginally

Layer 1:Layer 1:
50% 50% microspheresmicrospheres,,

originallyoriginally



ExperimentExperiment 1414
(source (source podpod surroundedsurrounded by by silicasilica powderpowder))



ExperimentExperiment 1414
(extrusion of wax (extrusion of wax atat upperupper surface)surface)



ExperimentExperiment 1414
(oblique (oblique viewview of of upperupper surface, surface, showingshowing compaction of compaction of 

source source podpod))



ConclusionsConclusions

 In In ourour experimentsexperiments, partial , partial meltingmelting atat depthdepth allowedallowed
compaction.compaction.

 Pore Pore fluidfluid tooktook up up mostmost of of weightweight of of overburdenoverburden, , acquiringacquiring
strongstrong overpressureoverpressure..

 Volume Volume increaseincrease of wax (15%) of wax (15%) maymay have have contributedcontributed..
 OverpressureOverpressure gradient gradient inducedinduced migration of migration of meltmelt throughthrough

pore pore spacespace, , eithereither upwardupward or or downwarddownward..
 WeWe inferinfer thatthat horizontal horizontal hydraulichydraulic fractures fractures werewere due to due to 

seepageseepage forces.forces.
 SomeSome meltmelt movedmoved intointo hydraulichydraulic fractures.fractures.
 ExcessExcess meltmelt extrudedextruded atat free surface.free surface.
 TheseThese pprocessesrocesses are relevant to (1) are relevant to (1) petroleumpetroleum systemssystems and and 

(2) (2) magmatismmagmatism in the Earthin the Earth’’s s crustcrust..



Los Los CastaCastaññosos bbitumenitumen mine, Neuqumine, Neuquéénn
((BorrelloBorrello, 1956), 1956)



BeefBeef, Neuqu, Neuquéénn
((Rodrigues, Cobbold & Rodrigues, Cobbold & 

LosethLoseth, 2009), 2009)




